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RESILIENT AND SUSTAINABLE FOOD SYSTEMS





True food costs are not 
reflected in current 

food prices

⬇
Farmers cannot afford 

to be sustainable

⬇
The system cannot 
guarantee safe and 

adequate food for all



Robots can help
👁🗨

Some sectors are more 
automated than others

👁🗨
Robotic fruit pickers 

are not ready yet
👁🗨

Most farmers cannot 
afford robots

👁🗨
We need new business 

models (RaaS)



9.7% decrease in global trade 

75 million jobs and $2.1 trillion in revenue

LOST in global travel industry 



If people around the 
food value chain stop 
exchanging resources 

and knowledge at 
global level, the 

capacity of the system 
to produce safe and 

adequate food at 
affordable prices will 

be seriously 
undermined



Urban food value chains:

Business models rely on

people coming together



“Heroes in my 
hometown are the 

delivery boys”

TZAMAL, 
Greek hip-hop artist



Ensuring fresh food safety along 
the supply chain

@
Making surplus food available to 

the poor and people in need
@

Strategies to apply personal 
distancing along the supply chain 

from farm to fork
@

Op<mising shelf-life of food



FAIR PAY FOR FAIR PLAY

Satellite
sBlockchai
nArtificial Intelligence

IoT



Community Supported Agriculture

On-line 
sales 

Trust



Should we 
blame factory 

farming?









Decentralize it!

…and they will advertise it







Startup 
= 

innova<on pressure-
cooker

If executed the right way, 
they can yield 

exponen6al returns 
including non-fiscal 

returns of investment like 
educa6on and impact.





From $47 billion
to $10 billion in 

one month



The overpriced juice machine that raised $120 million in funding, only to be 
publicly humiliated when people found out the juice could be pressed by simply 
squeezing the pack with their hands.



The Zebra Manifesto
Jennifer Brandel

“Zebra companies are 
both black and white: 
they are profitable and 
improve society. They 
won’t sacrifice one for 
the other.”

sustainable profits 
at reasonable speed



Startup Genome: 41% of global startups

have less than 3 months of cash



Camels are startups 
that can capitalize on 
opportunity but can 

also survive in a 
drought.

Scalable successful 
businesses, without the 
cushion of easy venture 

money.



Grafting rural communities

with hacker ethos



CiLes as Digital InnovaLon Hubs

Reclaim Food



”What are you 
building? What are 

you building directly, 
or helping other 

people to build, or 
teaching other 

people to build, or 
taking care of people 
who are building?”

Marc Andreessen, co-
founder and general partner 

of Andreessen Horowitz





Thank you for your a,en.on!
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